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General
Overview

The Public Group
Executive Summary 2017

    Introducing an engaging on-line video-based platform and interactive App :
• customizable for Political Parties and large membership based organisations (such as 

Unions, Clubs, Advocacy Groups and Sporting Franchises) 
• offering direct, un-mediated feedback on any issue, via video based polling 
•  low-cost, secure in-house testing of user responses to policies, ads and videos  - returning 

instant visual metrics and simultaneously building user profiles for database marketing
• Creating community through member interaction

A major scale international platform for response testing and video polling.
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The Public-Democracy App is the latest and most technologically advanced
solution for communication and interaction between an organisation and it’s 
members, using the power of video to communicate, engage and measure.
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What is the Public Group?
Public-Democracy Pty Ltd was originally established to empower voters to influence political
outcomes, by providing political parties with contemporary smart tools to trial policies, ads and 
other campaign content in an engaging pre-release form, so that campaigns can then be fine-
tuned to meet voters’ objectively measured expectations, concerns and priorities. 

The Public Group’s innovative interactive video polling App has since found an expanding 
resonance on a wide range of commercial channels and the Public Group has broadened it’s 
business model accordingly to meet the wide-spread demand for testing ideas through video, 
engaging users, and getting instant unmediated feedback on customer, follower or member 
sentiment. It offers a powerful and secure in-house market research tool.

The Public-Democracy App can change the 
way people interact with all forms of media 
content:

• Visual content (videos, TV & mobile devices),

• With each other (mutual response and inter-
activity),

• With their elected representatives (Local, 
State & Federal, Union or Club),

• Globally in Communities of Interest (social, 
environmental and political advocacy).

The platform empowers people to contribute 
and have their say through the use of web 
tools - downloadable applications for smart 
phones, tablets and other devices, and secure 
intranet solutions. 

Visual Wrappers allow any visual content to 
be customised, ranging from personal videos 
shot on mobile phones to large scale TV pro-
ductions.

Unique presentation formats allow content to 
be skinned appropriately for particular groups 
of users, and empowers those viewers to 
interact in real-time by expressing how they 
feel about what they are viewing.

WHAT IS THE VALUE IN USING THE PUBLIC GROUP PLATFORM?

The value for users is engagement in issues that matter, in a visual form, allowing registered 
members to express their sentiments and reactions, and get feedback on how other members 
feel. The value for client organisations lies in this engagement of their customers or members, 
and the significant revenue opportunities currently being ascribed to growing collections of Big 
Data based on user sentiment and attitudinal psycho-dynamic data.
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Our Mission
• governments, politicians, and political parties,
• lobby groups,
• large member-driven organisations (Clubs, Unions, Sporting & Industry Groups)
• corporations, 
who may want to put specific issues out for debate, or to raise the level of aware-
ness around these issues, or to test-drive or validate policies, campaigns or ads. 

The public can download a customised Mobile Phone App from either the Apple App 
Store*, or the Google Store** and, after registering and being verified, participants can 
view and interact with content that they can share with others, to generate more 
review and comment. Videos can also be distributed via email, embedded in web-
sites, via social media, and any other form of community of interest blog. Links to a 
wrapped version of the video for interaction can be viewed on a computer or smart 
device and can be distributed in an infinitely scalable manner. When users interact 
they can immediately see how their own opinion or assessment compares to the 
overall opinion of everyone else who has interacted with the video.This instant 
report can be shared to stimulate extensive engagement, and all participation 
results are dynamically updated instantaneously. The system can handle in excess 
of a million hits or transactions per second.

The Public Group’s App creates skinned content formats, tailored to specific clients: 

The PUBLIC GROUP is an Australian big data company 
with a US subsidiary. It’s core asset is a unique data-
base of 114 million users, all over the age of 18, who 
are resident in the USA. This powerful big data asset 
offers direct access to 1 in 2 of US eligible voters - a 
perfect complement to it’s innovative interactive 
video  polling App, that gives target sub groups of 
users an engaging means to respond, interact
and “be heard”.
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Our Vision

The ongoing collection of information and data from participants builds extremely 
sophisticated Big Data, and generates useful profiles of both individuals and groups,
demographically categorised.

This dynamic, cross-relational database provides the ability to ‘gauge the mood’ in 
relation to any content presented, and the very real option to amend the content 
responsively on-the-fly in order to maximize acceptance.

These systems represent exciting opportunities to test-drive or validate policies, 
ideas, products and service offerings, before actually committing to final 
implementation, in both politics and business.

To use the visual power of interactive video to generate engagement and communicate 
ideas,  thereby generating opportunities for the measurement of sentiment and responses, 
whilst simultaneously creating in users a sense of participating in a community.
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Public Group App: Usage
The Public Group video polling revolution has resonated with major political parties and their 
representative aspirants across the globe, whilst simultaneously allowing for new licensing 
contracts to be negotiated or finalized with interested parties in a diverse range of new 
commercial channels - from major sport franchises, movie producers, health, motorist and 
consumer advocacy groups, to corporate stakeholders in the finance, travel and insurance 
industries.

Registered users can view video content released by licensed Partner groups 
via a skinned App, downloaded from the Apple App-Store* or the Google 
Play-Store**, on their smart phones, tablets or in a browser on their desktop 
computer.

Target Users can interact with the content while they are viewing and real time 
nuanced responses can be easily collected, which can then be reported in a 
detailed and demographically categorised and graphed visual summary.

The customised App allows viewers to by-pass all ‘media spin’ and provides the 
capability of high volume rapid communication, on demand. It allows for instant 
collection of highly valuable data from the target member groups at a fraction 
of the cost of traditional polling or market research methods.
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New wearable technologies and bio-metrics, such as the Apple Watch* are currently being
incorporated into the Public Group platform. This will enable highly sophisticated viewer
sentiment to be collected against content, without requiring physical interaction, and in turn
producing valuable emotional and physiological data indicators.

Once licensed, the App allows for much more frequent communication with the 
licensees’ database of followers. In a volatile world of rapid change, this helps 
to keep a more agile and responsive  ‘finger on the pulse’ of how members, fans 
or voters really feel about issues that matter to them.

All information is collected in ‘real time’ and the results of any viewer
engagement are available instantly. This allows for an easily continued and
on-going communication or engagement cycle, which in turn can greatly 
reinforce trust with the membership or voter base.

When used in political, union or shareholder election campaigns it can provide 
vital early warning signs and help prevent being “blind-sided” on issues before it 
may be too late to take corrective action.
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The Homeowners Channel Communities can skin the Public Group App to 
reflect their own unique identity and build a sense of belonging by allowing 
connectivity, information sharing, feedback, competitions, reminders and up-
dates, and to run in-house board and committee elections on a private channel. 

The Finance & Marketing Channel The App offers immense synergy when used 
to access the Public Groups database of over 114 million “opted in” US adults 
enabling vast opportunities for marketing financial products to identified and 
highly qualified niche markets.

The Public Group Services

 A number of other separate channels or markets have rapidly emerged which clearly derive functional 
and commercial value from the technology solutions offered by the Public Group. 

The Public Group is currently in negotiation with a major global television network to bring their 
ground-breaking App / Platform into a whole exciting new market! The technology advances of 
smart devices is set to revolutionise the familiar “phone in” responses that have energised the free-
to-air TV marketplace in recent years. Interactive TV is an example of how new information tech-
nology can be integrated vertically (into established technologies & commercial structures)as well 
as laterally (creating new production opportunities outside of existing commercial structures).

The Political Channel  The App was originally designed to improve communica-
tions between politicians and voters to enable instant low-cost polling of 
policies, get voter feedback on prioritisation of spending & election videos; by-
pass mainstream media bias and build electoral visibility and a positive image.

The Advocacy Channel  The natural extension of this technology solution was 
as a tool for NGOs and other sponsorship-driven organisations to inform, gather 
feedback and market to the membership and database of doners. The platform 
also provides a solid and factually underpinned lobbying tool.

The Unions & Clubs Channel  Large member organizations recognise the value 
in a private, smart-device driven channel for communication, feedback and the 
creation of a sense of belonging to a community, offering a low cost solution for 
testing proposed innovations, information about events and elections.

The Sports Channel The App, skinned to a client group’s logo, corporate colours 
and style, is the perfect fast-track technology solution for engaging with, and 
also interconnecting your fanbase. Create your own private mobile video chan-
nel for information, feedback and marketing. Build and Monetize your database. 

The Health Channel An ideal tech solution for Health Industry bodies - a private 
channel on which to inform, educate and market to your demographic. Build & 
Monetize your database - your own private channel on smart devices for shar-
ing information, for video promotion and feedback. The platform provides for 
the streamlining of the informed consent process in drug & other medical trials.
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The Insurance Channel Similarly Insurance groups have vast new opportunities 
to tightly target their marketing through combining the Public Group’s App to 
communicate to subgroups of the Public Group’s Database as well as their own 
proprietary databases.

The Public Travel Channel The Public Group App and the Public Group database 
are a powerful toolset for marketing travel products to uniquely qualified and 
selected niche groups.

Revenue Opportunities
The Public Group Platform offers clients the prospects of subscription based sales, download 
charges, “in App” up-sells,  and “in App” advertising.
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Our Innovative Solutions
The innovative Public Group product is a downloadable app supported by an extensive back-end 
platform, which runs on smart devices - phones & tablets, using the Apple (IOS)* and Google
 (Android)** operating systems.

The Platform delivers immediate interactive results to questions posed via the app by politicians, 
unions, polling companies and large, member-driven organisations as well as an optional worm-
style continuous response graph.

Users can interact in real time with videos, allowing producers of ads, policy videos and movie 
trailers to gauge consumer responses to video marketing in real time,  with instantaneous 
metrics, and improve their effectiveness with their target market.

Field Test

A model of the platform was extensively and successfully field-tested in a live 
environment, with the assistance of a serving MP (Member of Parliament) in Australia, 
with the following results:

The field-test returned response rates ranging from around 7.5% up into double digits. 

When combined with the use of other social media the overall response rate was 
considerably enhanced. On the relevant Facebook*** account the “Talking About” rate 
was lifted from around 5% when the platform was not used, to around 50% when the 
platform was incorporated with traditional social media.

The model was field-tested over a 9-month period during which time it never failed.  

Competing Products

We are not aware of any other products on the market at this point in time that deliver the same 
communications services at the same rate (in excess of 1 million responses per second in real 
time, incorporating fully interactive video content on smart devices).
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Thanks For Your Interest
Please do not hesitate to contact the Public Group using the contacts below with any questions.

New technology feedback mechanisms 
such as text messaging have demonstrated 
contemporary consumers’ desire to interact 
with content.

But until now these methods have been far 
from “easy” to use, limited in their 
functionality and difficult to measure.

The Public Group App & Platform takes 
advantage of the high penetration of smart-
phones and tablets amongst consumer 
populations to create a personal feedback 
mechanism that offers a broader range of 
functions, lower costs, speed, immediacy 
and responsiveness that can be integrated 
with traditional social media channels.

“

“
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The Public Group

     USA Offices:   
 1901 N. Ft. Myer Drive

    Suite 900-901 Arlington DC
    22209 USA 

  “Have Your Say!”

Contact us
Australia Offices

P.O. Box 814
Bondi Junction, NSW 1355, Australia

email:    info@public-democracy.com

web:          http://publicgroup.com.au
 http://public-democracy.com 

Eric Gyors            + 61 (0)429 077 911

Gary Davis           + 61 (0)429 181 434
+1 (917) 595 9022

 * Apple, IOS and Appstore are registered names and 
trademarks belonging to  Apple Inc. of Cupertino, 
California, USA

 ** Google, Android and Google Store are registered 
names and trademarks belonging to Google Inc. of 
Mountain View, California, USA

*** Facebook is the registered name/trademark 
belonging to Facebook Inc. of Menlo Park, California, 
USA


